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Abstract

The probably approximately correct (PAC) model [30] is a well studied model in classical learning
theory. Here, we generalize the PAC model from concepts of Boolean functions to quantum channels,
introducing PAC model for learning quantum channels, and give two sample efficient algorithms that
are analogous to the classical “Occam’s razor” result [12]. The classical Occam’s razor algorithm is
done trivially by excluding any concepts not compatible with the input-output pairs one gets, but
such an approach is not immediately possible with a concept class of quantum channels, because the
outputs are unknown quantum states from the quantum channel.
To study the quantum state learning problem associated with PAC learning quantum channels,
we focus on the special case where the channels all have constant output. In this special case,
learning the channels reduce to a problem of learning quantum states that is similar to the well
known quantum state discrimination problem [8], but with the extra twist that we allow ϵ-tracedistance-error in the output. We call this problem Approximate State Discrimination, which we
believe is a natural problem that is of independent interest.
We give two algorithms for learning quantum channels in PAC model. The first algorithm has
sample complexity


O

log |C| + log(1/δ)
ϵ2


,

but only works when the outputs are pure states, where C is the concept class, ϵ is the error of
the output, and δ is the probability of failure of the algorithm. The second algorithm has sample
complexity


O

log3 |C|(log |C| + log(1/δ))
ϵ2


,

and work for mixed state outputs. Some implications of our results are that we can PAC-learn a
polynomial sized quantum circuit in polynomial samples, and approximate state discrimination can
be solved in polynomial samples even when the size of the input set is exponential in the number of
qubits, exponentially better than a naive state tomography.
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1

Introduction

In computational learning theory, the Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) model of
Valiant [30] gives a complexity-theoretic foundation of what it means for a concept class to
be (efficiently) learnable. In the most basic setting of PAC learning model, we want to learn
a set of Boolean functions, C = {c : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}, called the concept class. The goal of
a learning algorithm A is to guess the identity of an unknown target concept c∗ ∈ C from
samples {(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . }, where {x1 , x2 , . . . } are inputs randomly drawn from
a distribution D that is unknown to A. Specifically, with error parameters ϵ and δ, for all
concept c∗ ∈ C and probability distribution D, A is required to, given access to the samples
{(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . }, with probability 1 − δ, come up with a hypothesis h ∈ C that
is ϵ-close to c∗ , i.e. Prx←D [c(x) ̸= h(x)] ≤ ϵ. Such a learning algorithm is called a proper1
(ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for the concept class C. Of course, we would like the learner A to be as
efficient as possible in terms of both sample complexity (i.e., the number of samples A needs
to access) and time complexity, and ideally, polynomial in the input length n and the error
parameters ϵ−1 and log(1/δ). Since its introduction in the 80’s by Valiant, PAC learning
theory has been deeply studied to characterize when efficient learning is or is not possible.
Following Valient’s PAC learning model on Boolean functions, generalization to different
kinds of concept classes has been proposed, including Boolean functions on continuous
spaces [13], probabilistic Boolean functions [20, 2], functions with {0, . . . , n} outputs [26, 11],
and real valued functions [10].
With quantum computers coming closer and closer into reality, it is natural to generalize
the PAC learning model to quantum channels, capturing the learnability of quantum circuits
or devices that we might build in the near future. Note that quantum states has an inherent
“unlearnability”, as manifested by the no-cloning theorem and uncertainty principle. Therefore
this study of learnability of quantum channels has an interesting interaction between classical
learning theory and quantum information theory.
Formally, we define the PAC learning model for quantum channels as follows: Let the
concept class C be a finite set of known d1 to d2 dimensional quantum channels. We are
trying to learn an unknown quantum channel, the target concept c∗ ∈ C. In order to do
this, we are given samples {(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . }, where {x1 , x2 , . . . } are classical
descriptions of the input quantum states to the quantum channel c∗ and {c∗ (x1 ), c∗ (x2 ), . . . }
are the corresponding quantum states outputted by c∗ . The inputs are drawn from a
distribution D unknown to the learner. Because of the no-cloning theorem, it is hard to
justify holding both the inputs and outputs as unknown quantum states, so we assume that
we have full classical description of the input state and keep the outputted states as unknown
quantum states, meaning that we hold a copy of the quantum state c∗ (xi ) rather than the
full classical description of it. A proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for the concept class C of quantum
channels is a quantum algorithm that for all concepts c∗ ∈ C and distribution D, takes the
description of C and T samples {(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . (xT , c∗ (xT ))} as input2 and
with probability 1 − δ, outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C that is ϵ-close to the target concept c∗ ,
where the distance between two concepts h, c∗ depends on the input distribution D and is
defined as ∆(h, c∗ ) = Ex∈D [∆tr (h(x), c∗ (x))], i.e. the expected trace distance between the
outputs averaged over D.

1

2

Proper means that the hypothesis h must be inside the concept class C, whereas an improper learner
can output any h as the hypothesis. All learners in this paper are proper, and we sometimes omit the
term “proper”.
Note that D is not part of the input and is unknown to the learner.
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We gave two algorithms for learning quantum channels in PAC model that in a sense
generalize the classical Occam’s razor algorithm [12]. In particular, our algorithms have
poly log sample complexity in the size of the concept class. The first algorithm has sample
complexity


log |C| + log(1/δ)
,
O
ϵ2
but requires the outputs to be pure states. The second algorithm has sample complexity

 3
log |C|(log |C| + log(1/δ))
,
O
ϵ2
while outputs can be mixed.
The Occam’s razor algorithm [12] is a classical PAC learner for any finite sized concept
class C with sample complexity O(log |C|). The idea of the algorithm is simple: keep taking
samples, check which concepts in the concept class do not agree with the samples and exclude
them. One can show that every time a sample is taken, a constant fraction of the concepts
that are ϵ-far away from the target concept will be excluded, so an ϵ-close hypothesis can be
found in O(log |C|) samples.
Although the Occam’s razor algorithm is simple, generalizing it to our PAC model for
quantum channels is troublesome. The main difference is that when learning quantum channels, the outputs from the target concept are copies of unknown (possibly high dimensional)
quantum states. By the nature of quantum mechanics, if we just have a few copies of a
high dimensional quantum state, we can only learn a tiny fraction of information contained
in the quantum state. Since we don’t really know what the outputted state is, we cannot
simply “exclude all channels that do not output this state.” Instead, we need to carefully
design the measurement we take on the outputted states, getting the information useful in
distinguishing the quantum channels in our concept class. Note that the sample complexities
of both of our algorithms do not depend on the dimension of the outputted states.
As a possible application of our result, our algorithms for learning quantum channels in
PAC model can be viewed as a sample-efficient way to do quantum process tomography [23]
when we know that the target quantum processes comes from a finite set and only care
about being correct on average over an input distribution. For example, if we try to PAClearn a polynomial sized quantum circuit of n-qubits, since there are only 2poly(n) possible
polynomial sized circuits, our result shows that we can learn it in poly(n) samples, an
exponential improvement over a naive process tomography that has no restriction on concept
class size and inputs.
Note that this work studies the sample complexity instead of time complexity of learning.
Just like various other cases in theoretical computer science where the oracle-based complexity
does not match the time complexity of a problem, sample complexity and time complexity of
learning quantum channels in PAC model is unlikely to match. In particular, Arunachalam
et al. [5] showed that there is no polynomial time algorithm for learning TC0 or AC0 circuit
even knowing D is uniform unless LWE can be solved in polynomial time by a quantum
computer.

1.1

Approximate State Discrimination

As stated previously, the most challenging part of our algorithms is how to extract information
from unknown outputted quantum states to distinguish the channels. We isolate and study
this problem by focusing on the special case where the channels are “constant,” i.e. every
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channel in the concept class outputs a fixed quantum state irrespective of the input3 . Since
the input does not matter, we don’t need to write it down anymore, so the samples are
just copies of the fixed unknown quantum state, and since a concept is fully specified by its
unique output state, we might as well describe the concept class as a set of quantum states.
In this special case, learning quantum channels in PAC model becomes an interesting hybrid
of quantum state discrimination [6, 25, 24, 8, 29] and quantum state tomography [15, 27],
and we named it the approximate state discrimination problem. The approximate state
discrimination problem is formalized as follows: Let S be a known finite set of d-dimensional
density matrices. We want to learn an unknown target state σ ∈ S using as few identical
copies of σ as possible. A quantum algorithm is an (ϵ, δ)-approximate discriminator of S if,
for all σ ∈ S, it takes the description of S and T copies of σ as input and with probability
1 − δ outputs a state ρ ∈ S with ∆tr (ρ, σ) ≤ ϵ. This problem is called approximate
state discrimination because it is the same as the state discrimination problem except that
ϵ-approximate answers are allowed.
Since approximate state discrimination is a special case of PAC learning quantum
channels4 , it can also be solved with


log |S| + log(1/δ)
O
ϵ2
samples if S consists of pure states and
 3

log |S|(log |S| + log(1/δ))
O
ϵ2
samples if S consists of mixed states.

1.2

Related Works and Independent Work

There are several works in the literature that study the sample complexity of PAC learning
with different ways of generalization to quantum information. Cheng, Hsieh, and Yeh [14]
studies the sample complexity of PAC learning arbitrary two outcome measurements, where
the inputs are quantum states, and the learner has complete classical description of them.
They show an upper of sample complexity linear in the dimension of the Hilbert space. Note
that one can trivially get a lower bound of similar order by noticing that Boolean functions
is a subset of two outcome measurements. Arunachalam and de Wolf [4] studies the sample
complexity of PAC learning classical functions with quantum samples and shows that there
is no quantum speed up. See [3] for a survey of quantum learning theory.

1.2.0.1

Independent Work

Independent to our work, in [7], Bădescu and O’Donnell formulate the problem of quantum
hypothesis selection. Quantum hypothesis selection can be viewed as a generalization of
our approximate state discrimination problem where the unknown state σ might not be in
the hypothesis set |S|, and the learner what to find the state in |S| that is closest to the

3
4

The outputs of different concepts are still different.
We choose not to write up stand-alone algorithms for the approximate state discrimination problem as
it will be very similar to that of PAC learning quantum channels. However, the reader can read the
analysis of our algorithms with constant output assumptions to easily get the intuition behind them.
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unknown state σ (see Theorem 1.5 of [7] for the formal definition). This is similar to the
agnostic learning model [18, 21]. Let η be the minimum distance from the unknown state to
something in |S|, Bădescu and O’Donnell givean algorithm that finds some ρ ∈ S such that
3

∆tr (ρ, σ) ≤ 3.01η + ϵ using O log |S|+log(1/δ)
samples. Since quantum hypothesis selection
ϵ2
is a generalization of approximate state discrimination, Bădescu and O’Donnell’s algorithm
supersedes our algorithm for approximate state discrimination for the mixed state.
However, it is important to note that Bădescu and O’Donnell’s algorithm requires many
identical copies of the unknown state and thus does not generalize to our main result of PAC
learning of quantum channels because every channel output might be a different state. On the
other hand, as will shown in the following technical overview, our approach for approximate
state discrimination involves a binary search through gap amplification and pretty good
measurement and generalizes naturally to the PAC learning of quantum channels.
In [1], Aharonov, Cotler, and Qi introduced the notion of quantum algorithmic measurement, which broadly captures the query and computational complexity of quantum
experiments, including those that generate unknown identical quantum states. In [19],
Huang, Kueng, and Preskill compared the complexity of classically or quantumly training a
machine learning model for predicting outcomes of physical experiments.

1.3

Technical Overview

The intuition behind both of our learning algorithms start with looking at the tensor product
of all outputted states. The fidelity between such tensor produces decays exponentially in the
number of samples drawn, so with enough samples , the tensor products from ϵ-far concepts
will become almost orthogonal (see Lemma 4), so intuitively, we should be able to distinguish
between them.

1.3.0.1

Pure State algorithm

In the case where the channels always output pure states, we have a rather simple algorithm.
The key part is a theorem by Sen [28] on high dimensional random orthonormal measurements,
which states that if we do a measurement of random orthonormal basis on two pure states,
with high probability5 , the trace distance between the distribution of measurement outcome
is lower bounded by a constant times the trace distance between those two states (see
Theorem 11). This result might seem counter-intuitive, but remember that a random
orthonormal measurement in d dimension has d possible outputs instead of 2. With this
theorem in hand, the algorithm is rather easy: take enough samples to amplify the distance
between outputted states and do a random orthonormal measurement on each sample. Choose
the hypothesis as the channel that most likely to give the measurement result.

1.3.0.2

Mixed State algorithm

Our thought process on designing a learner for the channels that output mixed states is
the following. In this case, Theorem 11 does not give us a useful result, so we need to find
something else. Noticing the connection to the quantum state discrimination problem, we
turned to pretty good measurement (PGM, Definition 3), a well studied tool for solving the
quantum state discrimination problem. However, the lack of minimum distance between our
outputted states is pretty pathological to PGM, so it was pretty easy to self-reject all our

5

The probability goes to 1 as the dimension goes to infinity.
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Figure 1 (a) Pathological case when trying to cut the concept class into two sets. (b) Cutting
the concept class into three sets.

attempts. Following that, we sought guidance from the analysis of classical Occam’s razor
algorithm, where a constant fraction of concepts are ruled out by each sample. We tried to
divide the concept class into two sets, then do a PGM to distinguish those two, so we can
recurse this into a binary search. Cutting the concepts into two sets does not work either
because there can be concepts really close to any cut, which again is pathological to PGM.
At this point, we realized that we need to have some kind of minimum distance for our PGM,
so we cut the concept class into three sets, Syes , Sno , and Sunknown . We set a minimum
distance γ between elements of Syes and Sno , so those two sets can be distinguished. This is
the idea that works out. See Figure 1 for a graphical representation.
To follow our intuition in the previous paragraph, we give a definition about the distance
between two sets of quantum states. Actually fidelity is more useful than trace distance,
so we give the following definition of fidelity between sets of quantum states, which is the
maximum fidelity among all pairs:
F (Syes , Sno ) = max {F (σ, ρ)|σ ∈ Syes , ρ ∈ Sno }

1.3.0.3

Bichromatic State Discrimination Problem (BSD)

The key component our mixed state algorithm is solving what we called (η, N )-Bichromatic
State Discrimination Problem (BSD). The (η, N )-Bichromatic State Discrimination Problem
is defined as follows: given complete information of two sets of quantum states, Syes and Sno ,
with fidelity F (Syes , Sno ) ≤ η and size Syes ≤ N , Sno ≤ N , and one copy of an unknown
quantum state σ, the goal is to decide whether σ ∈ Syes or σ ∈ Sno . A quantum algorithm
solves (η, N )-BSD with error δ if for all Syes and Sno such that F (Syes , Sno ) ≤ η, Syes ≤ N ,
and Sno ≤ N , given complete information about Syes and Sno and one copy of an unknown
quantum state σ as input to the algorithm, the algorithm output a yes/no answer satisfies
the following two conditions6 :
1. If σ ∈ Syes , the learner outputs yes with probability (1 − δ).
2. If σ ∈ Sno , the learner outputs no with probability (1 − δ).
See Figure 2 for some graphical intuition of BSD.
Note that BSD only requires maximum fidelity between the two sets; two states from the
same set can be arbitrarily close. This does not violate quantum state discrimination lower
bounds because the solver only needs to discriminate between the two sets.
We are able to show that BSD can be solved with good enough parameter:

6

The learner can output anything if σ does not come from either of the two sets.
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might be close

Figure 2 Bichromatic State Discrimination Problem.

▶ Theorem 1. There exist an algorithm that solves (η, N )-BSD with error δ = N 2 η.
The proof idea of Theorem 1 is trying to apply PGM on Syes ∪ Sno . We start with
the observation that the result of [6] and [9], which gives an upper bound on PGM’s error
probability of mistaking one state as other states, can be generalized to an upper bound on
PGM’s error probability of mistaking one subset of states to its complement subset (See
Appendix C). This almost gives us the required error bound for BSD, except that the PGM
result is for the average case, where σ is drawn from some probability distribution, so we
turned it into a worst case result with the minimax argument of [17].

1.3.0.4

Back to Learning Quantum Channels

With BSD solved, we can get an algorithm that recursively exclude a constant fraction
of the concept class. In each recursion, the algorithm partition the remain concepts into
three sets, Syes , Sunknown , and Sno . Ideally, Syes and Sno both occupy a constant fraction
of the remaining concepts and have minimum distance γ = Ω(1/ poly log |C|). Noticing
that the fidelity between tensor products of outputs decays exponentially with number of
samples by lemma 4, the BSD between O(log |C|/γ) samples of Syes or Sno can be solved
with high probability. If the target concept is in Syes , the BSD solver will return yes with
high probability, and if the target concept is in Sno , the BSD solver will return no. If the
target concept is from Sunknown , the BSD solver might return anything, but what we can be
sure is that, if the BSD solver returned yes, the target concept is not from Sno , and if the
BSD solver return no, the target concept is not from Syes . Therefore, we can always exclude
either Syes or Sno as possible target concept.
There is another complication in that the distance between the concepts depends on
the unknown distribution D and thus cannot be calculated. In stead, we use the empirical
PT
distance between concepts, ∆emp (c1 , c2 ) = T1 i=1 [∆tr (c1 (xi ), c2 (xi ))], where {xi } are the
inputs points we drawn in each recursion. Our calculation shows that that the error incurred
from this change of distance measure is negligible.

1.3.0.5

Partition Sub-algorithm

It is not always possible to have an ideal partition where Syes and Sno are both constantfraction sized7 and separated by the gap γ. Therefore, we designed a classical partition
sub-algorithm (Algorithm 1) to handle these exceptions.

7

By “constant-fraction sized” we mean “occupies a constant fraction of the remaining concepts”.
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An example where the ideal partition is not possible is the extreme case where every
concept in the concept class is literally identical to each other. Note that in this extreme case
can be trivially solved by output anything in the concept class as the hypothesis because
everything is ϵ-close to c∗ .
Our partition sub algorithm builds on the intuition of what happened in the above
extreme case. More specifically, our partition algorithm will not reserve a constant-fraction
sized Sno if a significant fraction of C is clustered around a concept. In such case, we choose
the cluster as Syes with a γ-thick “shell” of Sunknown around it. If we measured no, we can
rule out Syes , which is a constant fraction of |C|. If we measured yes, we can output the
center of the cluster as the hypothesis, and we tune γ so that everything in either Syes or
Sunknown is ϵ-close to the center. This completes our algorithm for mixed state outputs.

1.4

Lower Bounds and Agnostic Model

We complement our positive results on the sample complexity of PAC learning quantum
channels with two simple lower bounds. First, by adapting a lower bound argument in [15],
we prove that Ω̃((log |C|)/ϵ2 ) samples are necessary to PAC learn quantum channels when
the outputs are pure states, showing that our positive result is tight in the dependency on
|C| and ϵ. In particular, for the dependency on ϵ, this is in contrast with the classical results
on the sample complexity for PAC learning concepts with Boolean outputs, where a tight
Θ((log |C|)/ϵ) sample complexity is known [22, 16].8
Agnostic model is a learning model closely related to the PAC model, and the two models
have similar sample complexity [18, 21]. In the agnostic model, the samples comes from
a concept cs that is not necessarily inside the concept class C. Accordingly, the goal of
the learner is to find, with ϵ-distance error, the target concept c∗ ∈ C that is closest to cs .
We introduce the agnostic model for learning quantum channels, see section B.2 for details.
Interestingly, in stark contrast to our algorithms that have dimension-independent
sample
√
complexity for learning quantum channels in PAC model, we found an Ω( d) lower bound
on the sample complexity for learning quantum channels in agnostic model with output
dimension d. Thus, in the agnostic model, learning quantum channels requires number
of samples polynomial in the dimension, so it is not possible to efficiently learn quantum
channels with large output dimension. Also, our negative example is in fact classical in
nature, consisting of two concepts that output classical distributions, so learning classical
distributions efficiently in agnostic model in large dimension is also impossible. However,
since quantum pure states are not generalizations of classical distributions, the possibility of
sample efficiently learn quantum channels with pure state output in agnostic is still open.

2

Preliminary

Throughout this paper, log is base 2 and ln is base e.√
†
We use ∥·∥1 to denote the
ptrace norm ∥A∥1 = tr A A. We use ∥·∥2 or ∥·∥F to denote
†
the Frobenius norm ∥A∥2 = tr(A A).
Denote the trace distance and fidelity between two distribution D1 , D2 as ∆tr (D1 , D2 )
and F (D1 , D2 ), where the trace distance is equal to the total variation distance. Denote the
trace distance and fidelity between two quantum states ρ1 , ρ2 as ∆tr (ρ1 , ρ2 ) = 12 ∥ρ1 − ρ2 ∥1

8

The classical results show that the sample complexity is characterized by the VC dimension of the
concept class C. In the case that C is finite, log |C| is a trivial upper bound on the VC dimension.
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√ √
and F (ρ1 , ρ2 ) =
ρ1 ρ2 1 . For a quantum state σ and a quantum measurement M , denote
M (σ) as the output probability distribution when applying M on σ.
Note that fidelity and trace distance are related by
p
1 − F ≤ ∆tr ≤ 1 − F 2 .
For two quantum channel concepts c1 , c2 , define the distance between them with respect
to D as
∆(c1 , c2 ) = Ex∈D [∆tr (c1 (x), c2 (x))] .
We say that c1 , c2 are ϵ-close if ∆(c1 , c2 ) ≤ ϵ and ϵ-far if ∆(c1 , c2 ) ≥ ϵ. For two sets of concepts
S1 and S2 , define the distance between them as ∆ (S1 , S2 ) = min {∆(c1 , c2 )|c1 ∈ S1 , c2 ∈ S2 }.

2.1

Chernoff Bound

We use the following standard multiplicative version of Chernoff bound.
▶ Theorem 2. Let X1 , . . . , XT ∈ [0, 1] be independent random variables with E[Xi ] = µi .
P
P
Let X = (1/T ) i Xi , µ = (1/T ) i µi and α ∈ (0, 1). We have
Pr[|X − µ| ≥ αµ] ≤ 2−Ω(α

2.2

2

T µ)

.

Pretty Good Measurement

The pretty good measurement (PGM) is defined as follows:
▶ Definition 3 (pretty good measurement). Let {σi } be a set of density matrices and {pi } a
probability distribution over {σi }. Define
Ai = p i σ i , A =

X

Ai .

(1)

i

The PGM associated with {σi }, {pi } is the measurement {Ei } with
Ei = A−1/2 Ai A−1/2 .

3

(2)

Problem Definitions

In this section we describe the PAC model of learning quantum channel and approximate
state discrimination.

3.1

Classical PAC Learning Model

We start with a review of the classical PAC learning model.
In the classical probably approximately correct (PAC) learning model, a learner tries
to learn a target concept c∗ ∈ C from a known concept class C, which is a set of Boolean
functions c : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, with respect to an unknown distribution D over the input
domain {0, 1}n . Specifically, the learner is given access to a sample oracle Oc∗ ,D , which
generates i.i.d. samples (xi , c∗ (xi )), where each xi ← D is drawn according to the distribution
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D, and outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C.9 The distance between two concepts c and h under the
distribution D is defined as ∆D (c, h) = Ex∼D |c(x) − h(x)|. The goal of the learner is to find
a hypothesis h with sufficiently small distance ∆D (c∗ , h) to c∗ .
A learning algorithm A is a proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for a concept class C if the following
holds: For every c∗ ∈ C and distribution D, given oracle access to Oc∗ ,D , AOc∗ ,D outputs an
h ∈ C such that ∆D (c∗ , h) ≤ ϵ with probability at least 1 − δ. The sample complexity of A
is the maximum number of samples T that A needs to query Oc∗ ,D to output h. The proper
(ϵ, δ)-PAC sample complexity of a concept class C is the minimum sample complexity over
all learners. A Θ̃((log |C|)/ϵ) sample complexity is known [22, 16].10

3.2

Learning Quantum Channels in PAC model

We now generalize classical PAC learning to the context of learning quantum channels. As
above, we consider a learner trying to learn a target concept c∗ ∈ C from a known concept
class C with respect to an unknown distribution D. Here, we consider the concept class C
as a finite set of known d1 to d2 dimensional quantum channels, and D as a distribution over
the Hilbert space of dimension d1 . Precisely, the learner is given access to a sample oracle
Oc∗ ,D and outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C. The oracle Oc∗ ,D generates i.i.d. samples (xi , c∗ (xi )),
where each xi ← D is the classical description of a state drawn according to the distribution
D, and c∗ (xi ) is the (potentially mixed) quantum state outputted by c∗ on input xi .
The distance between two concepts c and h under the distribution D is the expected trace
distance ∆(c, h) = Ex∈D [∆tr (c(x), h(x))]. The goal of the learner is to find a hypothesis
h ∈ C with sufficiently small ∆(c∗ , h).
A quantum learning algorithm A is a proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for C if the following
holds: For every c∗ ∈ C and distribution D, given oracle access to Oc∗ ,D , AOc∗ ,D outputs an
h ∈ C such that ∆D (c∗ , h) ≤ ϵ with probability at least 1 − δ. The sample complexity of A
is the maximum number of samples T that A needs to query Oc∗ ,D to output h. The proper
(ϵ, δ)-PAC sample complexity of a concept class C is the minimum sample complexity over
all learners.

3.3

Approximate State Discrimination

Let S be a finite set of d-dimensional density matrices. We want to learn a target state σ ∈ S
using as few identical copies of σ as possible. A quantum algorithm is an (ϵ, δ)-approximate
discriminator of S if it takes the description of S and T copies of σ as input and with
probability 1 − δ outputs a state ρ ∈ S with ∆tr (ρ, σ) ≤ ϵ, for any σ ∈ S.
Note that approximate state discrimination can be viewed as a special case of PAC learning
quantum channels with constant output, so the algorithms for PAC learning quantum channels
in Section 4 and Section 5 trivially works for approximate state discrimination.

4

PAC Learning Quantum Channels with Pure State Output

See Appendix A

9

The requirement that the hypothesis h is in the concept class C is referred to as proper learning. We
focus on proper learning since our algorithms satisfy this property.
10
We use Θ̃ to denote Θ with log factors. The classical results show that the sample complexity is
Θ ((d + log 1/δ)/ϵ), where d is the VC dimension of the concept class. In the case where |C| is finite,
log |C| is a trivial upper bound on d, and there are concept classes whose VC dimension d matches
log |C|.
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PAC Learning Quantum Channels with Mixed State Output

The random orthonormal measurement approach in Section 4 does not work since two high
dimensional mixed states with constant trace distance between them can have negligible
Frobenius distance between them. Instead, We follow the intuitions detailed in Section 1.3. We
define the bichromatic state discrimination problem (BSD), solve BSD with PGM techniques
, and build our learner algorithm with the BSD solver and a partition sub-algorithm.
Before we show the algorithms for bicromatic state discrimination, let us first show that
we can efficiently amplify the distance between concepts by taking samples.
▶ Lemma 4 (concept distance amplification). Let c be a quantum channel concept ϵ-far from
the target concept c∗ . Let {x1 , x2 , . . . , xT } be T inputs drawn from the distribution D. With
probability 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ) over {xi } drawn, we have


O
O
2
F
c(xi ),
c∗ (xi ) ≤ 2−Ω(T ϵ )
(3)
i∈[T ]

i∈[T ]

and



∆tr 

O

c(xi ),

i∈[T ]

O

2

c∗ (xi ) ≥ 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ ) .

(4)

i∈[T ]

Proof. By Chernoff bound, with probability 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ) ,
X

∆tr (c(xi ), c∗ (xi )) ≥

i

1
T ϵ.
2

(5)

Then by Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality,
X
1
(∆tr (c(xi ), c∗ (xi )))2 ≥ T ϵ2 .
4
i

(6)

Then the amplified fidelity is bounded by
!
O
O
F
c(xi ),
c∗ (xi ) = Πi F (c(xi ), c∗ (xi ))
i

i

q

2

1 − (∆tr (c(xi ), c∗ (xi )))
"
#
2
1X
2
∗
≤ exp −
(∆tr (c(xi ), c (xi ))) = 2−Ω(T ϵ ) ,
2 i
≤ Πi

(7)

where the last inequality is true because 1 − x ≤ e−x . And the amplified trace distance is


!
O
O
O
O
2
∗
∗
∆tr 
c(xi ),
c (xi ) ≥ 1 − F
c(xi ),
c (xi ) = 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ ) .
(8)
i∈[T ]

i∈[T ]

i

i

◀
Lemma 4 means that we can amplify the distance between tensor products of samples
from quantum channels as efficiently as we do on samples of fixed quantum states. This means
that PAC learning quantum channels is really similar to approximate state discrimination
even in the mixed state case.
Now back to BSD. The bichromatic state discrimination problem (BSD) is defined as
follows:
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▶ Definition 5 (Bichromatic State Discrimination Problem (BSD)). Given complete information
of two sets of quantum states, Syes and Sno , with fidelity F (Syes , Sno ) ≤ η and size Syes ≤ N ,
Sno ≤ N , and one copy of an unknown quantum state σ, the goal is to decide whether
σ ∈ Syes or σ ∈ Sno . We say a quantum algorithm solves (η, N )-BSD with error δ if for
all Syes and Sno such that F (Syes , Sno ) ≤ η, Syes ≤ N , and Sno ≤ N , given complete
information about Syes and Sno and one copy of an unknown quantum state σ as input to
the algorithm, the algorithm output and yes/no answer satisfies the following two conditions:
1. If σ ∈ Syes , the learner outputs yes with probability (1 − δ).
2. If σ ∈ Sno , the learner outputs no with probability (1 − δ).
The learner can output anything if σ does not come from either of the two sets.
We show the existence of a BSD solver by first showing that PGM over Syes ∪ Sno solves
the “average case” BSD and then turn it into a “worst case” result by the minimax theorem.
First by slightly modifying a result of [9] and [6], We show that PGM can solve the
“average case” BSD:
▶ Lemma 6 (PGM for “average BSD”). Let Syes , Sno be two sets of density matrices and
{pi } be a probability distribution over Syes ∪ Sno . 11 The PGM on Syes ∪ Sno , {pi } satisfies
X X
X X
[pi Pr (P GM (σi ) = j) + pj Pr(P GM (σj ) = i)] ≤
F (σi , σj ). (9)
i∈Syes j∈Sno

i∈Syes j∈Sno

Proof. See appendix C.

◀

We can group together the outputs of the PGM in Lemma 6 and define a binary
P
P
measurement {Eyes , Eno }, where Eyes = i∈Syes Ei , Eno = i∈Sno Ei , and {Ei } is the
PGM. By Lemma 6, the binary measurement solves “average BSD” with error probability at
P
P
most i∈Syes j∈Sno F (σi , σj ).12
Since the upper bound on error is independent of the distribution {pi }, minimax theorem
guarantees the existence of a measurement that distinguishes between Syes and Sno for any
P
P
distribution {pi } with error probability less than i∈Syes j∈Sno F (σi , σj )13 . In particular,
if pi = 1 for some σi ∈ Syes , the probability of the minimax measurement mistaking σi
P
P
as something in Sno is upper bounded by i∈Syes j∈Sno F (σi , σj ), and vice versa. We
formalize this discussion as the following Theorem.
▶ Theorem 7 (solver for BSD, Theorem 1 restated). There exist an algorithm that solves
(η, N )-BSD with error δ = N 2 η
Proof. Consider the zero sum game between two players where player1 choose a probability
distribution {pi } over Syes ∪ Sno and player2 choose a binary measurement strategy M . The
score of player1 is given by the following error probability14 :
X
X
Pbi−error =
[pi Pr (M (σi ) = no)] +
[pj Pr (M (σj ) = yes)]
(10)
i∈Syes

11

j∈Sno

We will slightly abuse the notation and write i ∈ Syes or j ∈ Sno instead of σi ∈ Syes or σj ∈ Sno .
A careful reader might
P notice that since we only
P want a binary answer, we are essentially distinguishing
the states Ayes =
p σ and Ano =
p σ , and thus the optimal error probability is
i∈Syes i i
j∈Sno j j
characterized by trace distance between Ayes and Ano . However, to our knowledge there is no inequality
in the literature giving a lower bound on trace distance between on linear combinations of density
matrices, so actually, the other direction of the trace-distance characterization is the relevant one:
Lemma 6 gives a new lower bound on ∆tr (Ayes , Ano ).
13
This argument was used in [17]
14
We will slightly abuse the notation and write i ∈ Syes or j ∈ Sno instead of σi ∈ Syes or σj ∈ Sno .
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It is easy to check that that strategies of both sides are linear, so we can apply the
minimax theorem to get
X X
min max Pbi−error = max min Pbi−error ≤
F (σi , σj ) ≤ N 2 η,
(11)
M

{pi }

{pi }

M

i∈Syes j∈Sno

where the second inequality is from the promises of (η, N ) BSD, and the first inequality is
P
shown by considering the binary measurement {Eyes , Eno }, where Eyes = i∈Syes Ei , Eno =
P
Lemma 6. This means that there is a measurement M
i∈Sno Ei , and {Ei } is the PGM ofP
P
whose error probability is less than i∈Syes j∈Sno F (σi , σj ) for all probability distribution
{pi }. In particular, the error probability is at most N 2 η when player1 uses the deterministic
strategy of always choosing some specific state σi ∈ Syes ∪ Sno . Therefore, algorithm of
applying the measurement M solves (η, N )-BSD with error N 2 δ.
◀
Theorem 7 implies that if we amplify the maximum fidelity between Syes and Sno by
Lemma 4 to less than O(1/|C|2 ), we have a constant error probability in distinguishing
whether a state is from Syes or Sno . By lemma 4 this requires Θ log |C|/γ 2 samples if the
distance between Syes and Sno is γ.
Now we present the partition sub-algorithm. Let Cr be the set of remaining concepts that
have not been cut off by the main algorithm. The sub-algorithm partitions the remaining
concepts into three disjoint subsets: (Syes , Sunknown , Sno ), such that |Syes | ≥ 91 |Cr |15 , and
∆(Syes , Sno ) ≥ γ = Θ(ϵ/ log |Cr |). The sub-algorithm might or might not found an extreme
case. If no extreme case is found, |Sno | ≥ 91 |Cr |. If an extreme case is found, more than
1
3 |Cr | concepts are ϵ-close to some concept. The sub-algorithm initialized with every concept
in Sno . It then repeatedly picks a concept cc from Sno and adds concepts within the ball
around cc to Syes and concepts in a γ-shell around the ball to Sunknown . The γ-shell of Sno
ensures that ∆(Syes , Sno ) ≥ γ and we choose the radius of the ball so that the number of
concepts added to Syes is greater than half the number of concepts added to Sunknown to
ensure that |Syes | > 12 |Sunknown | in the end. The sub-algorithm keeps adding concepts to
Syes and Sunknown until |Syes | + |Sunknown | > 13 |Cr | or the loop is breaked by an extreme
case. The sub-algorithm reports an extreme case if the number of concepts to be added
to Syes and Sunknown in the current iteration is greater than 13 |Cr |. In this case we know
that more than 13 |Cr | concepts are around cc . If no extreme case is found, since the loop
stops when |Syes | + |Sunknown | > 31 |Cr | and the last iteration cannot add more than 13 |Cr |
concepts to Syes or Sunknown , there are at least (1 − 13 − 31 )|Cr | > 19 |Cr | concepts left in Sno ,
and |Syes | > 13 (|Syes | + |Sunknown |) > 91 |Cr |.
There is another complication in that the distance between the concepts depends on the
unknown distribution D and thus cannot be calculated. In stead, we calculate the empirical
PT
distance between concepts, ∆emp (c1 , c2 ) = T1 i=1 [∆tr (c1 (xi ), c2 (xi ))], which depends on
the input points drawn from D. We also tune ϵ into ϵ/2 to accommodate for the extra error
incurred.
The sub-algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1.
▶ Lemma 8. The output of Algorithm 1 satisfies the following conditions:
(Syes , Sunknown , Sno ) is a partition of Cr . ∆emp (Syes , Sno ) ≥ γ = ϵ/4 log |Cr |. |Syes | ≥
1
1
|C
r |. If f lag_extreme = f alse, |Sno | ≥ 9 |Cr |. If f lag_extreme = true, ∆emp (c, cc ) ≤
9
ϵ/2, ∀c ∈ (Syes ∪ Sunknown ).
15 1
9

is an arbitrary constant and can be further optimized
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Algorithm 1 partition sub-algorithm.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

Data: concepts class Cr , real number ϵ.
Result: Set of concepts Syes , Sunknown , Sno , boolean variable f lag_extreme,
concept cc
Sno ← Cr , Syes ← ∅, Sunknown ← ∅, f lag_extreme ← f alse, γ ← ϵ/(4 log |Cr |).
while |Syes | + |Sunknown | < 13 |Cr |16 do
cc ← a random concept in Sno ;
Count the number of concept in Sno whose distance to cc is in the interval
[(m − 1)γ, mγ) for all m ∈ [1/γ] and record the number as bm . I.e.
bm ← |{c|∆(c, cc ) ∈ [(m − 1)γ, mγ) , c ∈ Sno }|;
P
Find the smallest i∗ ≥ 2 such that bi∗ < 2 i∈[i∗ −1] bi ;
P
1
∗
if
i∈[i∗ −1] bi + bi > 3 |Cr | then
f lag_extreme ← true;
move everything in Syes and Sunknown back to Sno ;
run line 12 once;
Terminate;
end
For the concepts in Sno , move the concepts within distance (i∗ − 1)γ of cc to Syes ,
and move the concepts whose distance to cc is in [(i∗ − 1)γ, i∗ γ) to Sunknown .
I.e. move {c|∆(c, cc ) ∈ [0, (i∗ − 1)γ) , c ∈ Sno } to Syes and move
{c|∆(c, cc ) ∈ [(i∗ − 1)γ, i∗ γ) , c ∈ Sno } to Sunknown ;
end

Proof. First note that in line 5, γ = ϵ/(4 log |Cr |) ensures that i∗ exists and i∗ ≤ ϵ/(2γ). This
P
can be proved by contradiction: if b∗i ≥ 2 i∈[i∗ −1] bi , ∀i∗ ≤ ϵ/(2γ), then b∗i > 2bi∗ −1 , ∀i∗ ≤
ϵ/(2γ). Together with b1 ≥ 1 because ∆(cc , cc ) = 0, we have b⌊ϵ/2γ⌋ ≥ 2 · 2log |Cr | b1 ≥ |Cr |, a
contradiction.
(Syes , Sunknown , Sno ) is a partition because it is initialized as a partition and we only
moves elements between them. Note that whenever we move something to Syes , we move a
γ-thick shell around it to Sunknown . By triangle inequality of empirical distances between
concepts, ∆emp (Syes , Sno ) ≥ γ = ϵ/4 log |Cr | at the end of every step.
P
If no extreme case is found, at each iteration of the loop at line 12, ( i∈[i∗ −1] bi ) concepts
are moved to Syes from Sno , and bi∗ concepts are moved to Sunknown from Sno . Before the last
iteration of the loop |Syes | + |Sunknown | ≤ 31 |Cr |, and the number of concepts moved to Syes
P
and Sunknown in the last iteration is i∈[i∗ −1] bi + b∗i ≤ 13 |Cr |, so |Sno | ≥ (1 − 31 − 13 )|Cr | >
P
P
P
1
1
∗
i∈[i∗ −1] bi in line 5,
i∈[i∗ −1] bi > 3 (
i∈[i∗ −1] bi +
9 |Cr |. Because of the requirement bi < 2
1
bi∗ ) and thus |Syes | > 3 (|Syes | + |Sunknown |) at the end of every loop. Combined with the
loop-termination condition |Syes | + |Sunknown | > 13 |Cr |, we have |Syes | > 19 |Cr |.
If an extreme case is found at line 7, because we moved everything back to Sno , all
concepts in Syes or Sunknown are added in that one call of line 12, and thus they are
all (i∗ γ)-close to cc . Recall that i∗ γ ≤ ϵ/2, so everything in Syes or Sunknown is ϵ/2close to cc . The analysis on |Syes | is a bit subtle. Similar to the previous paragraph, we
P
P
P
1
1
∗
have
bi + bi∗ ). Combined with
∗
i∈[i∗ −1] bi > 3 (
i∈[i∗ −1] bi + bi > 3 |Cr | to
Pi∈[i −1]
trigger line 7, we have i∈[i∗ −1] bi > 19 |Cr |. Since the wiping of Syes and Sunknown at
the beginning of line 7 only opens more possible concepts to be added to Syes , we have
P
|Syes | ≥ i∈[i∗ −1] bi > 91 |Cr |.
◀
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With the partition sub-algorithm described, we detail the main algorithm for mixed state
case in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 algorithm for mixed state case.

1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Data: Concept class C, Sampling Oracle Oc∗ ,D
Result: hypothesis h
Cr ← C ;
 2

T ← Θ log |C|(log |C|+log(1/δ))
;
ϵ2
while do
Call Oc∗ ,D T times, getting T samples
{(x1 , c∗ (x1 )), (x2 , c∗ (x2 )), . . . (xT , c∗ (xT ))};
(Syes , Sunknown , Sno , f lag_extreme, cc ) ← (Algorithm 1)(Cr , ϵ);
Construct the measurement M in Theorem 7 between Syes and Sno with the
N
state σi corresponding to concept ci being σi = j∈[T ] ci (xj );
N
M easure_result ← M ( j∈[T ] c∗ (xj )).;
if M easure_result = no then
remove Syes from Cr ;
end
if M easure_result = yes and f lag_extreme = f alse then
remove Sno from Cr .;
end
if M easure_result = yes and f lag_extreme = true then
h ← cc ;
Terminate;
end
end
Now we state and prove our result for mixed state case:

▶ Theorem 9. Algorithm 2 is a proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for any quantum circuit concept
class C, using
 3

log |C|(log |C| + log(1/δ))
O
ϵ2
samples.
Proof. By Lemma 8, Algorithm 2 removes at least 19 |Cr | concepts from Cr in each loop
unless it terminates, so it 
terminates in O(log |C|)
 loops at line 16. Combined with the fact
2

that Algorithm 2 takes O log |C|(log |C|+log(1/δ))
samples each loop, its sample complexity
ϵ2
is
 3

log |C|(log |C| + log(1/δ))
O
ϵ2
.
As for the correctness of the algorithm, first note that by Lemma 8 the empirical distance
between any pair of concepts in Syes and Sno is at least γ0 = ϵ/(4 log |C|).
Consider any pair of concepts ci ∈ Syes and Cj ∈ Sno , with the corresponding states σi
and σj . By definition of empirical distance,
T
X

∆tr (ci (xk ), cj (xk )) ≥ T γ0

(12)

k=1
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Then by Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality,
T
X

2

∆tr (ci (xk ), cj (xk )) ≥ T γ02 .

(13)

k=1

Then the fidelity between σi and σj is bounded by
!
O
O
F (σi , σj ) = F
ci (xk ),
cj (xk )
k

k

= Πk F (ci (xk ), cj (xk ))
q
2
≤ Πk 1 − (∆tr (ci (xk ), cj (xk )))
#
"
1X
2
≤ exp −
(∆tr (ci (xk ), cj (xk )))
2
k

−Ω(T γ02 )

=2

(14)

where the last inequality is true because 1 − x ≤ e−x .
There are only two possible ways for Algorithm 2 to make an error: first is to remove c∗
from Cr in line 9 or line 12, and second is to output a far-away concept at line 15 because of
the mismatch between empirical distance and true distance.
For the first error, note that c∗ always has empirical distance zero to it self, no matter
what {x1 , x2 , . . . , xT } are sampled. By Theorem 7 and Equation 14 the error probability in
each loop is bounded by
2

Perror,1 ≤ |Cr |2 · 2−Ω(T γ0 ) .

(15)

Apply union bound over O(log |C|) loop we can bound the total error probability by


2
δ |C|2 log |C|
Ptotal error,1 ≤ log |C||C|2 · 2−Ω(T γ ) ≤ O
≤ O(δ)
(16)
poly(|C|)
For the second error, consider a pair of concepts that has distance bigger than ϵ. By
Chernoff bound, the probability that their empirical distance is less than 12 ϵ is less than
2
2−Ω(T ϵ ) . Union bound over all O(|C|2 ) pairs of concepts, we have
2

Ptotal error,2 ≤ |C|2 · 2−Ω(T ϵ

)

≪ Ptotal error,1 .

(17)
◀
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PAC Learning Quantum Channels with Pure State Output

The algorithm follows ideas by Sen [28], who shows that random orthonormal measurement
preserves trace distance between pure states. One can then apply random orthonormal
measurements on each sampled output and take enough samples to amplify the distance
between ϵ-far concepts to 1 − O(1/|C|) and show that the probability for the maximum
likelihood estimate to select a ϵ-far concept over the target concept is less than O(1/|C|).
Take a union bound and we have a bounded error probability.
▶ Theorem 10. Algorithm 3 is a proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC learner for any concept class C of
quantum channels with pure state outputs, using


(log |C|) + log(1/δ)
O
ϵ2
samples.
Algorithm 3 algorithm for pure state output.
1
2

3

Take T = Θ((log |C| + log(1/δ))/ϵ2 ) samples (x1 , σ1 ), (x2 , σ2 ), . . . , (xT , σT ) ;
Do a random orthonormal measurementa Mi on each output state σi . Let the
measured outputs be {zi } ;
Output the concept h ∈ C that is most likely to give the measured result of line 2:
h = arg max Πi∈[T ] Pr[Mi (c(xi )) = zi ]
c∈C

a

The measurement has d2 outcomes, where d2 is the dimension of output quantum state.

We need the following theorem to prove the correctness of Algorithm 3. First we state
the result 1 of [28] (lemma 4 of arxiv version):
▶ Theorem 11 (random orthonormal measurement [28]). Let σ1 , σ2 be two density matrices√in
Cd . Define r := rank(σ1 − σ2 ). There exists a universal constant k > 0 such that if r < k d
then with probability at least 1 − exp(−kd/r) over the choice of a random orthonormal
measurement basis M in Cd , ∥M (σ1 ) − M (σ2 )∥1 > k ∥σ1 − σ2 ∥F . 17
√
Note that if σ1 , σ2 are pure states, r < 2 < k√ n for large enough n and ∥σ1 − σ2 ∥1 ≤
√
2 ∥σ1 − σ2 ∥F so that ∆tr (M (σ1 ), M (σ2 )) > k/ 2∆tr (σ1 , σ2 ).
The following lemma shows how trace distance of the measured result grows when we
take multiple samples.

17

Recall that M (σ) is the output distribution of the measurement M on state σ.
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▶ Lemma 12 (trace distance amplification). Let X1 , X2 , . . . , XT be T independent distributions and so are Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YT . Denote the joint distribution (X1 , X2 , . . . , XT ) as X and
(Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YT ) as Y . Suppose that
X
∆tr (Xi , Yi ) = T ϵ,
(18)
i

then
2

∆tr (X, Y ) ≥ 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ

)

(19)

Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
X
(∆tr (Xi , Yi ))2 ≥ T ϵ2 ,

(20)

i

Then the joint fidelity is bounded by
F (X, Y ) = Πi F (Xi , Yi )
q
2
≤ Πi 1 − (∆tr (Xi , Yi ))
#
"
2
1X
2
(∆tr (Xi , Yi )) = 2−Ω(T ϵ ) ,
≤ exp −
2 i

(21)

where the last inequality is true because 1 − x ≤ e−x . And the joint trace distance is
2

∆tr (X, Y ) ≥ 1 − F (X, Y ) = 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ ) .

(22)
◀

The following lemma analyzes the effectiveness of maximum likelihood estimate.
▶ Lemma 13. For any two distributions D, D∗ have total variation distance α, Pri∼D∗ (D(i) ≤
D∗ (i)) ≥ α
Proof.
X

0≤

D(i)

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)

X

=

D(i) − D∗ (i) +

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)

X

D∗ (i)

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)


1
= 
2


X

(D(i) − D∗ (i)) +

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)

X

(D∗ (i) − D(i)) +

i:D ∗ (i)≤D(i)

X

D∗ (i)

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i)

∗

= −α + Pr ∗ (D(i) ≤ D (i))

(23)

i∼D

⇒ Pr ∗ (D(i) ≤ D∗ (i)) ≥ α
i∼D

The third line is true because

P

i:D(i)≤D ∗ (i) (D(i)−D

∗

(i)) =

P

i:D ∗ (i)≤D(i) (D

∗

(i)−D(i)). ◀

We think D∗ as the correct distribution and D is a distribution far away, with the
total variation distance between them being α = 1 − ϵ. When we use maximum likelihood
estimation to distinguish D∗ from D, Lemma 13 says that the probability of error is less
than ϵ. Now we are ready to prove theorem 10.
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Proof. Let c∗ be the target concept, and c a concept such that ∆(c∗ , c) > ϵ. Recall that we
took


log |C| + log(1/δ)
T =Θ
ϵ2
samples. For all i ∈ [T ], apply Theorem 11 to the pair of states (c∗ (xi ), c(xi )), we get that
with probability 1 − exp(−kd2 /2) over random orthonormal measurements Mi ,
√
∆tr (Mi (c∗ (xi )), Mi (c(xi ))) > k/ 2∆tr (c∗ (xi ), c(xi )),
(24)
where k is a universal constant. Since you can pad some ancilla states to increase d2 without
changing trace distances if exp(−kd2 /2) is not small enough, we ignore this term. By Chernoff
bound, with probability at least 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ) over {xi } sampled from D,
(1/T ) ·

X

∆tr (Mi (c∗ (xi )), Mi (c(xi ))) > (1/T ) ·

X

i

i

√
k
k/ 2∆tr (c∗ (xi ), c(xi )) ≥ √ ϵ.
2 2
(25)

So we can apply Lemma 12 to get that with probability at least 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ) ,
2

[∆tr ({Mi (c∗ (xi ))}, {Mi (h(xi ))})] ≥ 1 − 2−Ω(T ϵ ) .

(26)

Now, note that by Lemma 13, the probability that the maximal likelihood estimation
2
(incorrectly) selects c is at most (2−Ω(T ϵ ) + 2−Ω(T ϵ) ). By taking a union bound over all such
c, we get
2

Pr[∆(c∗ , h) > ϵ] ≤ (2−Ω(T ϵ ) + 2−Ω(T ϵ) ) · |C| ≤ δ.

(27)
◀

B

Lower Bounds

In this section we describe two simple lower bounds. One is an Ω((1−δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ)
lower bound on the sample complexity of approximate state discrimination for pure states,
which in turn gives √
lower bounds on the sample complexity of PAC learning quantum channels.
The other is an Ω( d) lower bound on the sample complexity of learning large dimensional
classical distribution in the agnostic model, which in turn lower bounds approximate state
discrimination and PAC learning quantum state in the agnostic model [18, 21].

B.1

Lower Bound for Pure State Case

▶ Theorem 14. The sample complexity of (ϵ, δ)-approximate state discrimination on a set
C of pure states is Ω((1 − δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ).
Proof. This lower bound uses the ϵ-packing-net construction of [15]. In Lemma 5 of the
arxiv version of [15], the authors showed the existence of a set C of d-dimensional pure states
with the following three properties: the distance between each state is at least ϵ, the Holevo
information χ0 for states uniformly drawn from the set is O(ϵ2 ln(d/ϵ)), and ln |C| = Ω(d).
With a simple reduction to communication protocol and Holevo theorem, [15] showed that to
2
distinguish states in C with probability δ, (1−δ) lnχ|C|−ln
= Ω((1 − δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ)
0
samples are required. Since every state in C is ϵ-far from each other, an (ϵ, δ)-approximate
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discriminator should be able to distinguish each state in C with probability δ, therefore
the discriminator must take Ω((1 − δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ) samples. This matches the
sample complexity of our pure state algorithm in terms of ϵ and |C| with some logarithmic
factors.
◀
▶ Remark 15. Unfortunately, running the same argument with the mixed state ϵ-packing
nets of [15] does not give us tighter lower bound, so we don’t have a matching lower bound
for the mixed state case.
▶ Corollary 16. The proper (ϵ, δ)-PAC sample complexity of a concept class C of pure states
is Ω((1 − δ) ln |C|/ϵ2 )/ ln(ln |C|/ϵ).

B.2

Agnostic Model

Agnostic model [18, 21] is a learning model related to the PAC model. In agnostic model,
the target concept does not need to come from the concept class. We formally define the
agnostic model for learning quantum channels as follows:
We consider a learner trying to learn a target concept c∗ with respect to an unknown
distribution D. The learner is also given a concept class C. Since the target concept might
not be in the concept class C, the learner tries the output the concept copt that minimize
the distance to the target concept c∗ . Here, we consider the concept class C as a finite set
of known d1 to d2 dimensional quantum channels, and D as a distribution over the Hilbert
space of dimension d1 . Precisely, the learner is given access to a sample oracle Oc∗ ,D and
outputs a hypothesis h ∈ C. The oracle Oc∗ ,D generates i.i.d. samples (xi , c∗ (xi )), where
each xi ← D is the classical description of a state drawn according to the distribution D,
and c∗ (xi ) is the (potentially mixed) quantum state outputted by c∗ on input xi .
The distance between two concepts c and h under the distribution D is the expected
trace distance to the target concept ∆(c, h) = Ex∈D [∆tr (c(x), h(x))]. Let copt be the optimal
output, copt = arg min [∆(c, c∗ )|c ∈ C] . The goal of the learner is to find a hypothesis h ∈ C
with ∆(c∗ , h) ≤ ∆(c∗ , copt ) + ϵ.
A quantum learning algorithm A is a (ϵ, δ)-agnostic learner for C if the following holds:
For every c∗ and distribution D, given oracle access to Oc∗ ,D , AOc∗ ,D outputs an h ∈ C such
that ∆(c∗ , h) ≤ ∆(c∗ , copt ) + ϵ with probability at least 1 − δ. The sample complexity of
A is the maximum number of samples T that A needs to query Oc∗ ,D to output h. The
(ϵ, δ)-agnostic sample complexity of a concept class C is the minimum sample complexity
over all learners.
We show that there is no efficient quantum agnostic learner in the following theorem.
1
▶ Theorem 17. For all ϵ < 10
and positive integer d, there√exist a concept class C of
dimension 0 to d whose (ϵ, δ)-agnostic sample complexity is Ω( d).
√
Proof. We can get the Ω( d) lower bound with a simple concept class of that only has two
concepts. Both of the concepts are constant channels that output classical distributions.
Consider distributions on d + 1 dimensions e0 , e1 , . . . , ed . The first concept C1 has all weight
on e0 . The second concept C2 has weight uniformly distributed over e1 , . . . , ed . Now consider
the following two set of distribution to be learned. D1 = {D1,i } has weight 1/3 on e0 and
weight 1/d on 2/3 of dimensions e1 . . . , ed . Anything in D1 has distance 2/3 to C1 and
distance 1/3 to C2 , so it should be learned as C2 . D2 = {D2,i } has weight 1/3 on e0 and
weight 100/d on 2/300 of dimensions e1 . . . , ed . Anything in D2 has distance 2/3 to C1 and
distance (1/3 + 99 ∗ 2/300 + 1 ∗ (1 − 2/300))/2 ∼ 0.993 to C2 , so it should be learned as C1 .
However, D1 and D2 both looks pretty much like a uniform distribution on e1 , . . . , ed . To
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distinguish them wepneed to see a collision on e1 , . . . , ed . By a standard birthday
bound,
√
we need at least Ω( d/100) samples to see a collision. Therefore we need Ω( d) samples
to learn classical distributions in agnostic model with constant error. In the regime of
|C| = poly(d), the lower bound means that it’s impossible to find an efficient algorithm of
sample complexity O(polylog |C|).
◀
▶ Remark 18. Note that the construction of Theorem 17 is based on a classical distribution,
so it means that agnostic learning of a classical distribution of many outputs efficiently is
also impossible. To the knowledge of the authors, agnostic learning of classical distribution
of many output has not been studied in the literature. Also note that classical distribution
is not a subclass of pure quantum states, so Theorem 17 does not rule out that quantum
channel with pure state outcomes can be efficiently agnostically learned.
▶ Remark 19. As mentioned in section 1.2.0.1, [7] studied the problem of quantum hypothesis
selection, which can be viewed as a a relax version of agnostic learning, outputting a state h
such that ∆(c∗ , h) ≤ 3.01∆(c∗ , copt ) + ϵ.
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